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an animal with original black and white fur 



Pandas live in China  



They eat 
only 

bamboo 

Panda 
eats up to 
30 kg of 
bamboo 

every day  



ZOO OF ATLANTA 

ZOO SAN-DIEGO 

ZOO OF MEMPHIS 

ZOO OF VIENNA 
ZOO OF BERLIN 



Panda is the symbol 
of WWF 

organization  

There are only 1600 
pandas left today 







KOALA 

Zaynudinova Ksenya, 5“D” 
Educational Centre of JSC “Gazprom”  



Where do they live? 

Australia 



First koalas  



What are they? 

paws with sharp claws 
to help them climb 

trees 

covered with fur 



What do they eat? 

Koalas are 
herbivores 

The most popular food 
for koalas is eucalyptus. 



Population of koalas 

100 
years ago 

Today  

only about 100,000 
koalas left 

more than 10 
million species 



Endangered  species 

Many people cut down 
eucalyptus forests Koalas are nowhere to 

live and what to eat 



The Australian Koala 
Foundation 

One organization that is trying to prevent the 
extinction of koalas 





White bears 

Educational Centre of JSC “ Gazprom” 

 Alpatov Artem, 5 A 



The biggest 
predator 

 It weighs about  
400 kg 

A white bear hunts all 
animals for food 



White bears live in cold climate. 
Besides, they live in zoos of  Kazan, 
Moscow, Saint Petersburg and Perm. 



Today there 
are only 

 20-30 
thousand 

species 



Why are they 
endangered species? 

People hunt 
white bears 
for their fur. 







  

 It is a white animal with black stripes 



The weight of the adult 
zebra is up to 500 kg  

It is  1 m 20 cm high  







Zebra has become endangered since1860 









 Matveeva Valeria, 5 “B” 

Calibri 

Educational Centre of JSC “Gazprom” 



What are they? 
 

It is from 
6 to 20 

cm high 
 

 
It is the 
smallest 

bird 
 

 
It’s weight 

is 2 gr 
 

Calibri is 
colorful.  
It is very 

active 



Where do they live? 

North America 

South America 



What do they eat? 

nectar of flowers and insects 



Threats 

Other animals hunt Calibri for food 



Threats 

People hunt Calibri for their feathers 



Threats 

A lot of Calibri die because of bad weather  



Calibri is in danger!!! 

There are about 330 species 
 



Thank you 
for 

attention! 



Petrova Anastasia, 5 D  

Educational Centre of JSC Gazprom 



What are they? 

This bird is white  
with pink feathers  

It has very long legs 
and neck 



What are they? 

It is 1,2 m high.  
It’s weight is 

about 4 kg. 
It can live till 30  



What do they eat? 

Flamingo eats algae and 
crustacean  



Where do they live? 

Flamingo lives in African lakes 
with salty water 



 
 

How many babies can they have? 

Flamingo can have 2-3 babies.  
These babies are white till 

they are 3 years old.  



Are they in danger? 

In 1950 they were  
70 000 – 100 000  

pink birds 

Today there are 
20 000 flamingoes 

left 



Thank you for 
attention! 
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